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Entry conditions for prize competition 
MAGURA #pushformore prize competition 2022/23 at magura-vyron.com 

 

Please read these conditions carefully before you enter the prize competition. If you enter the prize competition, 
it is assumed that you agree to the conditions. 

 
 

Subject of these promotion conditions: 
 

1. Participation. The prize competition starts on 21st November 2022 and ends at 11.59 pm on 28th February 
2023. The winner will be notified within the next ten working days. 
 

2. Entry is free of charge and is not linked to the purchase of a product. The minimum age for participation is 
16. Worldwide. MAGURA employees and their direct family members are not allowed to enter. 

 
3. MAGURA is giving all entrants the chance to win a MAGURA MT5 set, two MDR-C rotors, HC-W brake levers 

and color rings for the calipers. 
 

4. The prize will be dispatched by post. Free shipment worldwide. The winner will be asked to provide a 
delivery address when they are contacted about the prize. Any taxes and customs duties that arise as 
a result of receiving the prize are the responsibility of the winner. 
 

5. Drawing the prize. The winner will be chosen by a jury of MAGURA. 
 

Participants are asked to post a photo / video with their new VYRON MDS-V3 on Instagram, use 
#pushformore in the post and link or tag @magura_bicycle.  
 
The prize draw is at the discretion of the organizer. The most beautiful or impressive contribution wins. The 
winner will be contacted via direct Instagram message. The winner then has 14 days to contact MAGURA by 
email and accept the prize. If the winner does not contact MAGURA within this period, the claim to the prize 
will be forfeited. In this case, MAGURA reserves the right to pass on the prize at its own discretion. 

 
6. Data protection. Personal data, including the name and email address, is collected solely for the purpose of 

administering the prize competition and shipping the prize. When a person enters the prize competition, they 
can also agree to receive advertising material. The choice made does not have any connection to drawing the 
winner. In general, the following data privacy statements shall apply 
https://www.magura.com/de/company/dataprivacystatement/ 

 
The participant explicitly agrees to this. The data will not be passed on to third parties or used except in 
relation to the prize competition. 

 
7. Deletion of data after the end of the prize competition. We will delete the data that we hold on 

participants as soon as the prize competition has ended. 
 

8. Premature conclusion. MAGURA reserves the right to end or change the prize competition at any time 
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without prior notice if proper implementation cannot be ensured for legal or technical reasons (e.g. 
hardware and software faults, computer viruses or tampering). 

 
9. Promoter. MAGURA – Gustav Magenwirth GmbH & Co. KG – is the promoter of the prize competition. 

http://www.magura.com/en/components/impressum/ 
 

 
The competition is not connected to Facebook, Instagram or Meta. 

 
The prize competition is subject to German legislation. 

 
 
 

If you have any questions about the prize competition, 
please contact social.media@magura.de 

 


